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CLASS VI

TIME ALLOWED:15 min. MAXIMUM MARKS: 10

General Instruction:

This question paper consists of 10 questions and all questions are compulsory.

Select the most appropriate answer from the choices given: (1*10=10)

1) The extension name for saving a LibreOffice Writer file is
a) .odw b) .odt c) .doc d) .txt

2) 1 Terabyte (TB) is equal to
a) 1024 KB b) 1024MB c) 1024 bytes d) 1024 GB

3) A person who is always travelling from one place to another needs to carry data with him.
Which type of storage device will he use?
a) CD-ROM b) Joystick c) Pen Drive d) Light Pen

4) Which of the following is an output device?
a) Barcode Reader b) Light pen c) Plotter d) Web Camera

5) Which of the following is not an option of Edit menu?
a) Cut b) Copy c) Paste d) Page Setup

6) The shortcut key used for pasting text from clipboard is
a) CTRL + X b) CTRL + V c) CTRL + C d) CTRL + D

7) The keyboard shortcut for Undo is
a) Ctrl+X b) Ctrl+C c) Ctrl+Z d) Ctrl +Y

8) The vertical bar of icons on the left side of the screen is
a) Menu Bar b) Launcher c) Icons d)Dash

9) This is an input device that is used to draw graphics on the monitor.
a) Joystick b) Digital Camera c) Light Pen d) Barcode Reader

10) This alignment makes sure that none of the edges of text appear ragged (uneven).
a) Left b) Right c) Center d)Justified
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General Instruction:
This question paper consists of 10 questions and all questions are compulsory.

Q1) Answer the following in one word: (10)
1) It is meant for finding the meaning as well as synonyms of the selected word.
2) This case changes the first letter of the first word in a sentence to capitals.

3) The area in the bottom of the page where you can add text or graphics.
4) The set of instructions or programs to perform a specific task.
5) This view displays the document as seen in a web browser.
6) They are used to organize and present information in rows and columns.
7) This option helps to increase or decrease the space between the lines.
8) It is a wireless device which is attached to the computer to save the photographs in computer’s

memory.
9) This unit of CPU is used to control all the hardware components.
10) This network ensures that a failure in one device will not cause a service failure.

Q2) Differentiate between: (Do any 2) (2*2=4)
a. RAM and ROM
b. Client and Server
c. Drop down menu and Pop up menu

Q3) Networking is used to connect your computer to other computers in a network. Can you think of
any advantages of using Networking? Mention any 2. (1)

Q4) Why is Linux called an Open source software? (2)

Q5) Why is it necessary to shut down before switching off the power of the computer? (2)

Q6) Mention any 2 advantages of LAN. (2)

Q7) Explain the different components of the Unity Interface. (2)

Q8) Why is Internet called “Network of Networks”? (2)

Q9) What are the different types of memory? Explain them. (2)

Q10) Raghu Publishing House has published a book for Mr. Ayub Khan. Later on Mr. Khan has
noticed that there are no page numbers mentioned in that book. Is it possible to add page numbers at
the bottom of every page now? If yes, explain the method? (3)


